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Abstract: Wireless networks are computer networks that are not connected by cables of any kind. It enables the 

wireless connectivity to the Internet via radiowaves. So it is more sensitive to the Denial-of-Service attacks. This 

paper proposes a Strong Hiding Commitment schemes, Cryptographic Puzzles Hiding Schemes, and wormholes 

for sending the message in wireless network safely even if the attacker is present, and also alerts the other nodes 

about the presence of jammer. Thus, it improves the performance and reliability of wireless sensor networks. 
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I. Introduction  
Wireless networks rely on the uninterrupted availailability of the wireless medium to interconnect 

participating nodes. However, the open nature of this medium leaves it vulnerable to multiple security threats. 

Anyone with a transceiver can eavesdrop on wireless transmissions, inject spurious messages, or jam legitimate 

ones. While eaves- dropping and message injection can be prevented using cryptographic methods, jamming 

attacks a remuch harder to counter. They have been shown to actualize severe Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks 

against wireless networks. In the simplest form of jamming, the adversary interferes with the reception of 

messages by transmitting a continuous jamming signal, or several short jamming pulses. Typically, jamming 

attacks ha v e been considered under an exterior threat model, in which the jammer is not part of the network. In 

almost every case, jamming causes a denial of service type attack to either sender or receiver. The easiest form 

of jamming a wireless network communication is to continually transmit useless data to the node where the 

server becomes overloaded. Most people have no idea if a jamming signal is in use. It appears as if there is no 
service. This attack makes the network resource unavailable to its legitimate users. The existing system is based 

on Spread Spectrum (SS). This technique mainly focused on an external threat model. In broadcast 

communication, if an attacker present within the network can easily eavesdrop the message sent by any node. In 

selective jamming attack, the attacker always tries to block the message sent by its target node and it leads to the 

Denial-of-Service attack. In this paper, main focus is to prevent selective jamming attack in an internal threat 

model. A wormhole[11] is used to generate an alarm to indicate the presence of jammer to all access point in the 

network. Presence of any jammer is detected a method called packet hiding [12] is used to transmit message 

through the network. This method is based on the technique called Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme(SHCS) 

[12]. Alejandro Proano and LoukasLazos [12] proposed a paper based on this technique. Wormhole based anti-

jamming concept along is included in the newly proposed method for eliminating DoS attack. 

 

II. Problem Statement 

Consider the scenario depicted where Nodes A and B communicate via a wireless link.Within the 

communication range of both A and B,there is a jamming node J. When A transmits apacket m to B, node J 

classifies m by receivingonly the first few bytes o f m. J then corrupts m beyond recovery by interfering with its 

reception at B. We address the problem of preventing the jamming node from classifying m in real time, thus 

mitigating  J ’s ability to perform selective jamming. In this, Spread Spectrum technique provides bit-level 

protection by spreading bits according to asecret pseudo noise (PN) code. That is known only to the 

communicating parties. Thismethod can only protect the wireless networks under an external threat model. We 

know thatthe communication within the wireless network is done through the broadcastcommunication. So, this 
is vulnerable under an internal threat model. All intended receiversmust know about the secrets used to protect 

transmissions. Another one drawback iscompromise of a single receiver. So, the sender needs to reveal relevant 

cryptographicinformation to its receiver. A packet hiding technique is introduced for sending messagesamong 

nodes within the wireless network [4]. 
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III. Proposed System 

A solution to the selective jamming attack in the wireless network would be the encryption ofpacket 

that is going to send. Here encryption is applied to the attributes except destination. Itmeans that we hide the 

packet from attacker. The encryption is applied only to the attributesexcept destination. That is why, during 

broadcasting there is no need for intermediatedecryption. Each node checks the IP address of incoming packet. 

If it is sent for thatparticular node it will decrypt otherwise just forwarded to the next node .The problem of 

jamming under an internal threat model has been considered. Adversary who is aware of network secrets and the 

implementation details of network protocols at any layer in the network stack has been designed. The adversary 

exploits the internal knowledge for launching selective jamming attacks in which specific messages of “high 

importance” are targeted. A jammer can target route-request/route-reply messages at the routing layer to prevent 

route discovery, or target TCP acknowledgments in a TCP session to severely degrade the throughput of an end-

to-end flow. To address this problem we proposed two schemes that provide encryption techniques to hide the 
packets from jammer. And packets are delivered to receiver and with confidentiality without any packet loss. 

 

A. Network module 

The network consists of a collection of nodes connected via wireless links. Nodes may communicate 

directly if they are within communication range, or indirectly via multiple hops. Nodes communicate both in 

unicast mode and broadcast mode. Communications can be either unencrypted or encrypted. For encrypted 

broadcast communications, symmetric keys are shared among all intended receivers. These keys are established 

using preshared pair wise keys or asymmetric cryptography. 

 

B. Adversary Module 

Adversary is in control of the communication medium and can jam messages at any part of the network 
of his choosing. The adversary can operate in full-duplex mode, thus being able to receive and transmit 

simultaneously. This can be achieved, for example, with the use of multi-radio transceivers. Adversary is 

equipped with directional antennas that enable the reception of a signal from one node and jamming of the same 

signal at another. It is assumed that the adversary can pro-actively jam a number of bits just below the ECC 

capability early in the transmission. When the adversary is introduced, the data packets from the node cannot be 

reached at receiver.  

 

C. Real time packet classification 

At the Physical layer, a packet m is encoded, interleaved, and modulated before it is transmitted over 

the wireless channel. At the receiver, the signal is demodulated, de-interleaved and decoded to recover the 

original packet m. Nodes A and B communicate via a wireless link. Within the communication range of both A 

and B there is a jamming node J. When A transmits a packet m to B, node J classifies m by receiving only the 
first few bytes of m. J then corrupts m beyond recovery by interfering with its reception at B. 

 

D. Commitment scheme based Strong hiding 

Strong hiding Commitment scheme is based on symmetric cryptography. It provides strong hiding 

property while keeping the computation and communication overhead to a minimum. SHCS module is to be 

implemented. First the cryptographic keys are to be generated using any cryptographic algorithm like DES. 

Then the data is divided into packets and these packets are encrypted using the newly created key. Then some 

bits are added with the encrypted data as padding process to hide the identity of the data. Now the data is 

permutated and transferred to the destination node. The cryptographic key is refreshed periodically to hide the 

key from the jammer node. Padding and Permutation are two functions that are applied in message. First, the 

message is divided into several packets, and each packet is encrypted with random key values. This key value is 
changed frequently to keep the key values secret from the adversaries. The next step is padding. Here some bits 

are added to the encrypted data to modulate the data. Finally, the data is permuted and send to the destination. 

Here adversary tries to block the packets but fails to block because packets encrypted. 
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Fig 1: Module Diagram of Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme 

 

E. Hiding scheme based Cryptographic puzzle 

Cryptographic puzzles are primitives originally suggested by Merkle as a method for establishing a 

secret over an insecure channel. They find a wide range of applications from preventing DoS attacks to 

providing broadcast authentication and key secure schemes. In hiding scheme based on cryptographic puzzle 
functions called time lock puzzle is used. The main idea behind such puzzles is to force the recipient of a puzzle 

execute a pre-defined set of computations before he is able to extract a secret of interest. The time required for 

obtaining the solution of a puzzle depends on its hardness and the computational ability of the solver. The 

advantage of the puzzle based scheme is that its security does not rely on the PHY layer parameters. 

 

 
Fig 2: Module diagram of hiding based on cryptographic puzzle 

 

One question arises here is that, how the node can identify that a particular node is a jammer. The 

answer for this question is that a node which receives repeated acknowledgements for the same message or 
another situation is that the packet is held by a node in the network for along time (not because of high network 

traffic) or if any node that violates the rules in aarticular network region. Then the access point can identify that 

the particular node is a jammer.In this situation, the wormhole concept is newly encorporated. The access point 

then turns into a wormhole. This wormhole then prevents the jamming activity of particular jammer. By this 

method, all other nodes within that network can understand information about the jammer. Next time when they 

send a message, they can select another path for transmitting message or transmit through the same path, but 

must apply the packet hiding technique.The packet can also be send through a shortest path between source and 

destination. Any algorithm for finding the shortest path between a source and destination can be used. In 

wireless network, it is possible to find the path by analyzing the range of nodes. Figure 2 shows a process flow, 

which describes the overall working of this concept when weimplement it as practical. Simulation of this 

proposed technique can be done by performing operations shown in theprocess flow. Node Creation module 
creates the nodes in wireless network. When we create a node we must specify the range of that particular node, 

because it is essential for the calculation of shortest path. Nodes can move from one position to another position. 

Suppose if one node is selected as a jammer, then the source send packet after applying SHCS technique and 

transmit through shortest path between source and destination.The application of this concept arises when we 

require a secure communication such as emergency response operations, military, or police networks or safety-
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secret business operations. Just take an example, in emergency response operations like after a naturaldisaster, 

adhoc networks could be used for real-time safety feedback. In this situation, the usual network may be 

damaged. Emergency rescue groups might rely upon the adhoc networks for communication within that affected 
place. 

 
Fig 3: Process flow 

 
The packet can also be send through a shortest path between source and destination. Any algorithm for 

finding the shortest path between a source and destination can be used. In wireless network, it is possible to find 

the path by analyzing the range of nodes. Figure 3shows a process flow, which describes the overall working of 

this concept when weimplement it as practical. Simulation of this proposed technique can be done by 

performing operations shown in the process flow. Node creation module creates the nodes in wireless network. 

When we create a node we must specify the range of that particular node, because it is essential for the 

calculation of shortest path. Nodes can move from one position to another position. Suppose if one node is 

selected as a jammer, then the source send packet after applying SHCS technique and transmit through shortest 

path between source and destination. 

The application of this concept arises when we require a secure communication such as emergency 

response operations, military, or police networks or safety-secret business operations. Just take an example, in 
emergency response operations like after a naturaldisaster, adhoc networks could be used for real-time safety 

feedback. In this situation, the usual network may be damaged. Emergency rescue groups might rely upon the 

adhoc networks for communication within that affected place. 

 

IV. Implementation 

In this paper, we have implemented Client server model. We used Java Swing for designing GUI. In 

this paper we have developed a client server application, which could be deployed in network, where client can 

send data to server and server receive the data in secure manner. We studied the preventive jamming attacks 

under two special cases such as Cryptographic Puzzles, Strong Hiding  Commitment Schemes. When a sender 
wants to send a data to receiver, sender encrypts the data and sends in secure manner. There are two techniques 

used to for hiding the data, which are Commitment Scheme based on strong hiding, hiding based on 

Cryptographic puzzle. The packet hiding techniques is followed to send data by avoiding jamming attack. 

 

A. Implementation of Commitment scheme based on strong hiding 

 
Fig 4: Node selecting Commitment scheme based on strong hiding 
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Fig 5: Intermediate Server 

 
First Nodes are initialized. Two or more nodes are initialized and depending upon mobility one node 

will be selected as leader node. Other nodes act like neighbour node and here file will be uploaded and node will 

select SHCS, here it will ask for secrete key. 

 

 
Fig 6: AttackerIntermediate 

 
Server which acts like normal node and it will receive the packets that are randomly sent from sender 

and transfer it to receive. When packets are sent in normal mode, intermediate severer will ask whether to block 

the packets or send it normally. 
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Fig 7: Server displaying message that is decrypting using strong hiding 

 

Attacker will block the packets. Here packets are randomly send to intermediate server and attacker. 
Attacker tries to block the packets but he cannot block the packets, because packets are encrypted and they are 

securely received by receiver. Attacker can block the packets in normal mode. 

 

B. Implementation of Hiding based on cryptographic puzzle 

 
Fig  8: Node selecting hiding scheme based on  cryptographic puzzle 

 

Here node will select the cryptographic puzzle hiding schemes, that time puzzle will be generated and 

ask for timeline to solve the puzzle and send it receiver. 
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Fig 9: Server displaying message that is decrypting using cryptographicpuzzle 

 

Receiver will solve the puzzle within timeline. After solving puzzle only receiver will get the original 

message. If receiver will not solve the puzzle with in timeline then timeline will expire. 

 

V. Wormhole Implementation 
Wormholes can be used as a reactive defense mechanism. After receiving repeated acknowledgements, 

the source becomes the wormhole and sends the information regardingthe jammer to all other nodes. This 

wormhole, then prevent the jamming activity of particularjammer. By this method, all other nodes within that 

network can understand the informationabout the jammer. 

 

VI. Shortest Path Implementation 
Using the communication ranges between nodes, the shortest distance is calculated. A routingtable is 

maintained to store the distance between nodes in a network. Updations are possibleto the table whenever 

necessary 
 

VII. Conclusion 

In this paper, a technique is proposed for sending message in wireless network even if anattacker is 

present. It also described the technique wormholes, which will alert all other nodesabout the presence of a 

jammer. Here the packet sends through the shortest path betweensender and receiver. After including 

wormholes and shortest path concept the performance ofpacket hiding method improved. This technique is very 

effective in emergency responseoperations, military, police networks etc. It improves the performance and 

reliability ofwireless networks. 
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